Easy to hitch—simply self propel the trailer to the truck hitch.

Easy dumping—self-propel to the dump site and easily dump your load.

Conventional dump trailers are downright inconvenient. You cannot move them at all without a truck to pull them—and backing them up is always cumbersome.

Using a conventional dump trailer, mulch is either dumped in a pile or is transferred from the trailer to a wheelbarrow, which is time consuming and labor intensive!

Backing up to a conventional dump trailer to hitch it, is not only difficult, it is time-consuming and the risk of damaging your truck, or the trailer, is always possible.

With a conventional dump trailer, you have to back it up with your truck to dump your load.; and many times you need another person to direct you—very inconvenient!
You can carry & transport your sod in the Axis Self-Propelled dump trailer while laying it.

Without a self-propelled dump trailer, you have to carry the sod to where it is to be placed. More time and labor!

Use the dump trailer for roofing jobs—moving the trailer around the structure, as you deposit old shingles.

Without a self-propelled dump trailer, you will have to carry the shingles— and it is dangerous!!

You can carry & transport your sod in the Axis Self-Propelled dump trailer while laying it.

Why pay for, and use more labor, when it is not necessary?

No blowing leaves long distances—just move the self-propelled dump trailer with you, as you rake, (or blow) the leaves onto a tarp, and dump them in the trailer.

Without a self-propelled dump trailer, you have to leave the dirt in a pile on the grass and back fill later.

If you need to dig a hole where there is grass, you can deposit the dirt into the dump trailer and dump it to back fill.

Save time, money and labor by using the Axis Self-Propelled Dump Trailer!!

Unlike regular dump trailers, the Axis trailer will fit into back yards to use for hardscaping jobs.

Also great for gravel, stones, pavers, etc.